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Menley and her husband Adam rent a home known as Remember House on the Cape Cod shore.

After the tragic loss of their first son, their newborn daughter is revitalizing their relationship. But

Menley can't stop blaming herself for their firstborn's death-and her haunted memories keep tricking

her into thinking their daughter awaits the same fate. Then Adam takes on a client charged with

murder, who can't seem to remember the details of that tragic day. Does Remember House

somehow connect them all?
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Mary Higgins Clark is the queen of suspense. She weaves a variety of characters and story lines

into a chilling conclusion and you are left wondering again - How does she do it? This was

particularly interesting in Remember Me. The story lines in Remember Me include a mother

suffering from PTSD after the death of her 2 year-old son, her husband who wants to help her and is

also a lawyer defending a man accused of killing his wife. Then there is the realtor making more

than real estate deals.It's another MHC triumph. You won't want to put it down.

This book was awesome, it was one of those books that you couldn't wait to turn to the next page,

and couldn't put it down. Had you wondering what was going to happen next and never would of

thought that it would end the way it did. I would highly recommend this book, it was awesome. Can't

wait to read another Mary Higgins Clark book.

This was my very first book by Mary Higgins Clark that I read. It has become one of my favorites.It is



hard to not go into to much detail about the book without giving anything away. The plot of the story

is that this family has moved into a home they have recently purchased and the wife/mother is

researching the history on the home. During all of this, you find that mom has lost a child in the past

due to a tragic accident that ends up causing her to check out of reality for awhile. She has since

had another child and is now in this new home. While researching the homes history, the mom has

flash backs/episodes where she relives the day her son died. After awhile, she starts to wonder if

she is loosing her mind. Her husband tries to be there for her when he can but due to his job he

travels to and from the city. Now during all,of this you fine out that during moms breakdown, her

husband had a fling with a women who becomes their house agent. It starts to make its way how

about ho close they were, which the wife was to to well aware of. The agent/house finder friend you

find out is still in love with this lady's husband. The plot thickens by thinking that since the agents

still in love with the husband and knows about his wife psychotic break down, would she be evil

enough to try and push the mom over the edge in hopes she get her man back.Overall it it a

fantastic ready and would recommend it to those that love suspense novels, or to those that wan to

start reading her booksI belong to a club that mail books to other people. This was my top choic!!

Until i read the trilogy (and especially this last book, which brought it all home for me) I had a VERY

horrible fear of death, particularily of dying and being alone in darkness for ever or of simply ceasing

to exist. This book gave me hope that there is life after death (even if it IS fiction) and made me lean

towards the "I believe" side of agnosticism. Pike is a genius -- his books are (for the most part) so

deep and spiritual (even though they are in the "young adult" section) and always have a message.

By creating books which are fascinating and by writing in an easy and simple style, he is able to

convey wisodm to the general population, which is much more likely to read Pike than, say,

Descartes or Aristotle. Congratulations.

The story is amazingly enlightening...especially for a young adult book. As a formal journalist and a

writer myself I felt kinda foolish picking up the first book, Remember Me from my daughters book

shelf. The description on the back cover intrigued me and it only took a day to read. Once I realized

it was a series I then read the second book. Further compelled to find out how the trilogy ends I

bought and read this. Well, I found the trio to be one of the most thought provoking stories I have

ever read. Perhaps they are simply entertainment based on a romantic ideal. Perhaps they are

more. For me these stories really provided a wonderful comfort to my heart and soul.



Have read so many of her books ca,not believe I found an earlier one I didn't read. She has brought

me such pleasure over the years. Great read. The real mystery is the number of characters and

story lines she continues to produce. Thanks Mary

Christopher Pike...I always wished I could meet this author in person to tell him how profoundly his

books touched me. I am glad to see I'm not crazy and that 10-15 years later, I'm not the only one

who will never forget his books and still remember the characters as vividly as the very first day I

read about them.I'm 28 years old, now, and still love re-reading this book. It's always been one of

my favorites. What could be more intriguing than reading about a young girl, just like I was once,

whose life ended too young?Pike is the reason that I fell in love with reading. I hope that

generations of teenagers since have discovered his stories. I'm now interested in reading his work

for adults. Even this long after I first discovered his work, I still wish I could see some of his books

made into movies.

I wish I could give Remember Me an 11, because it deserves it. This was the first book by

Christopher Pike that I ever read and it has hooked me for life. In Remember Me, Shari Cooper is

murdered at a party and tries to track down her killer as a ghost. This simple premise leads to all

kinds of fun, grief, revenge and compassion. Remember Me is a gripping book that will keep you

reading 24 hours a day, yet it is also a book that makes you think and plays on your emotions.

Whether you're a first-time reader of Pike or a veteran, I guarantee you will love this book. The

sequels--Remember Me 2: The Return and Remember Me 3: The Last Story--won't disappoint you

either. (P.S. You might want to set aside a little extra money to buy a second copy of Remember Me

because you'll probably wear out the first.
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